Lesson One

1. am
2. is
3. are
4. is
5. are
6. are
7. are
8. is
9. is

1.2

Exercise 2, pgs. 4-5
Answers will vary

1.3

Exercise 3, pg. 5
1. I am a student.
2. My parents are in Guatemala.
3. Tuition at a four-year college is high. (OR Tuition is high at a four-year college.)
4. My college is convenient for me.
5. My teacher is 40 years old.
6. My teacher is from New York.
7. The summer semester is eight weeks long.
8. Rolando is married.
9. It is cold in the winter.

1.4

Exercise 4, pgs. 6-7
1. We
2. It
3. It
4. They
5. I
6. It
7. They
8. It

1.5

Exercise 5, pg. 8
1. ’s / are
2. is / are
3. are / ’re
4. ’s / ’s
5. is / ’s
6. ’s / ’s
7. are / ’re
8. ’s / ’s

1.6

Exercise 6, pg. 9
1. I
2. ’s
3. ’s
4. is
5. He’s
6. is
7. It’s
8. are
9. ’re
10. are
11. ’s
12. She’s
13. are
14. ’re
15. is
16. ’re
17. You’re
18. ’m

1.7

Exercise 7, pg. 10

1.8

Exercise 8, pg. 10

1.9

Exercise 9, pg. 11
Answers will vary

Exercise 10, pg. 12
Answers will vary

Exercise 11, pg. 12
1. is a
2. ’s an
3. ’s an
4. are
5. ’re an
6. are

Exercise 12, pg. 12

Exercise 13, pg. 13
Answers will vary

Exercise 14, pg. 14
Answers will vary

Exercise 15, pg. 15
1. We’re not OR We aren’t
2. It’s not OR It isn’t
3. I’m not
4. They’re not OR They aren’t
5. You’re not OR You aren’t
6. We’re not OR We aren’t

Exercise 16, pg. 16
Answers will vary

Exercise 17, pg. 16

Exercise 18, pgs. 16-17
Answers will vary

Exercise 19, pg. 17
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1. They aren’t states. OR They’re not states.
2. I’m not from Mexico.
3. Guatemala’s not a big country. OR Guatemala isn’t a big country.
4. We’re not in the library. OR We aren’t in the library.
5. You’re not a math teacher. OR You aren’t a math teacher.
7. July and August aren’t cold months in Chicago.

Exercise 20, pgs. 17-18
Answers will vary.

Exercise 21, pg. 20
1. No, he isn’t. (OR No, he’s not.)
2. Yes, they are.
3. Yes, they are.
4. No, it isn’t. (OR No, it’s not.)
5. Yes, he is.
6. No, they’re not. (OR No, they aren’t.)
7. No, he isn’t.

Exercise 22, pg. 20
Answers will vary.

Exercise 23, pg. 21
1. Is it near public transportation?
2. Is the cafeteria on this floor?
3. Is it open now?
4. Is the library in this building?
5. Is it closed now?
6. Is this course free?
7. Are the textbooks free?
8. Is the teacher strict?
9. Is this room clean?
10. Is it big?

Exercise 24, pg 21
1. Is a high school education free?
2. Are college books free?
3. Is medical care free?

Exercise 25, pgs. 22-23
1. What’s
2. Who’s
3. When’s
4. Where are
5. Where’s
6. Why are
7. What’s

Exercise 26, pgs. 23-24
1. b
2. a
3. b
4. c
5. c
6. b
7. b
8. c
9. a

Exercise 27, pg. 24
1. time is
2. kind of, is
3. kind of, are
4. color is
5. old is your son

Exercise 28, pg. 26
1. Is this
2. aren’t you
3. long is
4. ‘s your English class
5. are they
6. Is your teacher
7. is it
8. are you

Exercise 29, pg. 26
Answers will vary.

Exercise 30, pg. 27
1. Is this
2. aren’t you
3. long is
4. ‘s your English class
5. are they
6. Is your teacher
7. is it
8. are you

Exercise 31, pg. 29
1. These are
2. This is
3. Those are
4. Those are
5. This is
6. These are
7. That is (OR That’s)
8. That is (OR That’s)

Editing Quiz, pg. 32
1. C
2. C
3. are you
4. I’m
5. Where is Burundi?
6. It's
7. a very small country
8. C
9. Is it
10. Is a country
11. C
12. C
13. French is
14. What’s
15. C
16. Are you
17. I am
18. Ø
19. isn’t
20. C
21. C
22. I’m not
23. years old OR Ø
24. the U.S.
25. How old is your sister?
26. C
27. Is your sister in high school?
28. C
29. These
30. Ø
31. is
32. is seven years old. (OR is seven.)
33. Ø
34. an
35. it’s

Lesson 1 Test/Review
Part 1, pg. 34
1. the
2. am
3. a
4. Are you
5. a
6. a
7. Ø
8. it’s
9. Is your roommate
10. ’s
11. isn’t (OR ‘s not)
12. isn’t he
13. ’s
14. are
15. ’s
16. old is he
17. ’s
18. old
19. ’s
20. ‘s

Lesson 1 Test/Review
Part 2, pg. 35
1. we’re
2. you aren’t (OR you’re not)
3. I’m not
4. they’re
5. X
6. X
7. Mary isn’t (OR Mary’s not)
8. he isn’t (OR he’s not)
9. what’s
10. X
11. a
12. ’s
13. old
14. old is your teacher (OR old is Ms. James)
15. is
16. tall is she
17. is
18. Is your class big
19. are
20. are
21. are
22. ’s
23. from
24. ’s not (OR isn’t)
25. are the students from
26. are
27. ’re
28. Is your teacher
29. an
30. Is that your teacher?
31. ’s
32. ’m

Part 3, pg. 35
1. ’m
2. I
3. are you
**Lesson 2**

2.1  
Exercise 1, pg. 41  
1. lives  
2. work  
3. has  
4. visit  
5. connects  
6. lists  
7. means  

2.2  
Exercise 2, pg. 42  
Answers will vary.

2.3  
Exercise 3, pg. 43  
1. tries  
2. plays  
3. has  
4. goes  
5. worries  
6. finishes  
7. does  
8. pushes  
9. enjoys  
10. thinks  
11. says  
12. changes  
13. brushes  
14. obeys  
15. reaches  
16. fixes  
17. works  
18. raises  
19. charges  
20. sees

Exercise 4, pg. 43  

Exercise 5, pg. 44  
1. flies  
2. washes  
3. watches  
4. obeys

5. pays  
6. fixes  
7. studies  
8. does  
9. uses  
10. teaches  

Exercise 6, pg. 45  
Answers will vary.

Exercise 7, pg. 45  
2.5

Exercise 8, pg. 46  
1. doesn’t have  
2. don’t pay  
3. doesn’t run  
4. don’t need  
5. doesn’t have  
6. doesn’t live  
7. doesn’t live  
8. doesn’t serve  
9. don’t have  
10. doesn’t make  

Exercise 9, pg. 47  
Answers will vary.

Exercise 10, pg. 47  
Answers will vary.

Exercise 11, pg. 47  
Answers will vary.

Exercise 12, pg. 48  
Answers will vary.  

Exercise 13, pg. 48  
Answers will vary.  

Exercise 14, pg. 49  
1. lives  
2. doesn’t live  
3. isn’t  
4. doesn’t need  
5. is  
6. uses  
7. doesn’t work  
8. is  
9. takes  
10. don’t need  
11. need  
12. isn’t  
13. has  
14. work  
15. work  
16. don’t have  
17. visit  
18. takes

Exercise 15, pg. 51  
1. No, she doesn’t.  
2. No, she doesn’t.  
3. Yes, it does.  
4. No, she doesn’t.  
5. No, they don’t.  
6. Yes, they do.  
7. Yes, she does.

Exercise 16, pg. 52  
1. Do you like your job?  
2. Do you teach in the summer?  
3. Do you have another job?  
4. Do you speak another language?  
5. Do you travel a lot?  
6. Do you know my language?  
7. Do you like to read students’ homework?
8. Do you live far from the school?  
9. Do you have a fax machine?  
10. Do you have trouble with English spelling?  
11. Do you have a scanner?  
12. Do you like soccer?

Exercise 17, pg. 52  
Answers will vary

Exercise 18, pg. 53  
1. Do they run  
2. Do they pay  
3. Do you need  
4. Does it have  
5. Does he work  
6. Does he make

Exercise 19, pgs. 53-54  
1. do  
2. have  
3. Does she speak  
4. speaks  
5. talks  
6. don’t understand  
7. gives  
8. Does your teacher give  
9. gives  
10. wears  
11. Does your teacher wear  
12. talks  
13. Does your teacher teach  
14. does

2.9  
Exercise 20, pgs. 54-55  
1. Does Sara (OR she) work on the weekend? No, she doesn’t.  
2. Are you interested in American government? Yes, I am. (OR No, I’m not.)  
3. Does the vice president live in the White House? No, he doesn’t.  
4. Is the Metro free? No, it isn’t.  
5. Does Washington (OR it) have tall buildings? No, it doesn’t.  
6. Does the U.S. (OR it) have a national religion? No, it doesn’t.

8. Does the Metro (OR it) run after midnight? No, it doesn’t.  
9. Is the Metro (OR it) quiet? Yes, it is.

2.10  
Exercise 21, pg. 54  
Answers will vary.

2.11  
Exercise 22, pg. 58  
Answers may vary. Some possible answers are:  
1. He lives in Washington, D.C. (OR He lives in the White House.)  
2. (The answer depends on the current president.)  
3. It gets a lot of visitors because it is the capital of the U.S. and because it has a lot of museums.  
4. It has the Metro and buses.  
5. It has history, science, and art museums.  
6. The museums get money from taxpayers and members.

2.12  
Exercise 23, pg. 59  
1. Do you like museums? / What kind of museums do you like?  
2. Do you like to learn about American history? / Why do you like to learn about American history?  
3. Do you visit museums in this city? / Which museums do you like to visit?  
4. Do you know a lot about American Indians? / Which American Indians do you know (a lot) about?  
5. Do you plan to take a vacation? / Where do you plan to go?  
6. Do you travel with someone? /

Who do you travel with? OR With whom do you travel?

Exercise 24, pg. 60  
1. What kind of plants does it have?  
2. Why don't we have to pay to go into the museum?  
3. What kinds of programs do they have (in the theater)?  
4. What time does the museum (OR it) close?  
5. Why doesn't the U.S. (OR it) have an official language?

Exercise 25, pgs. 60-61  
1. don't you like  
2. do you want to  
3. don't you like history  
4. does  
5. have  
6. does it (OR the museum) close  
7. does it start

2.13  
Exercise 26, pg. 61  
1. does it take (to see everything)  
2. do you spell  
3. does, mean  
4. do you say

Exercise 27, pg. 62  
1. do you  
2. from  
3. not  
4. do  
5. from  
6. do  
7. speak  
8. Is  
9. isn’t  
10. does a phone card (OR it)  
11. costs  
12. do you say  
13. does  
14. mean
Exercise 28, pgs. 63-64
1. Does he work
2. does he do
3. does, mean
4. Does he live
5. does he live
6. does it take
7. does she live
8. do you spell it (OR Fallston)
9. does she
10. Does she work
11. does “ciao” mean
12. do you say

Editing Quiz, pg. 67
Part A
1. likes
2. go
3. has
4. doesn’t have
5. C
6. likes
7. watches
8. like
9. cries
10. don’t want
11. C
12. She likes
13. eat

Part B
1. Do you live
2. How long does it take you to get to school?
3. How do you get to school?
4. What does “transfer” mean?
5. How much does the transfer cost?
6. Why don’t you drive to school?
7. How much does parking cost at school?
8. Where does your friend live?

Lesson 2 Test/Review
Part 1, pg. 68
1. goes
2. carries
3. mixes
4. drinks
5. plays
6. studies
7. catches
8. says

Part 2, pg. 69
1. uses, doesn’t use
2. speak, don’t speak
3. has, doesn’t have
4. are, aren’t
5. pronounce, don’t pronounce
6. teaches, doesn’t teach
7. means, doesn’t mean
8. come, don’t come
9. is, isn’t

Part 3, pg. 70
1. Does Mexico have 50 states?
   No, it doesn’t.
2. Does the bank sell stamps? No, it doesn’t.
3. Is Los Angeles in California? Yes, it is.
4. Do Americans (OR they) pay income tax? Yes, they do.
5. Do April and June have 31 days?
   No, they don’t.
6. Does the president work on Capitol Hill? No, he doesn’t.
7. Do Canadians speak English?
   Yes, they do.
8. Does the teacher come to class on time? Yes, he/she does.

Part 4, pgs. 70-71
1. What (language) do Canadians speak?
2. How many museums does Washington, D.C. (OR it) have?
3. How often does the president meet with foreign leaders?
4. When is Christmas?
5. How do you spell “tomorrow”??
6. What does “occasion” mean?
7. Why doesn’t the president make the laws?
8. What country do you come from?

Part 5, pgs. 71-72
1. Are you
2. Do you live
3. don’t you live
4. do they live
5. Do
6. like
7. do you like
8. do they (OR your parents) visit you
9. do they love
10. do you have
11. does “commerce” mean
12. do you spell it (OR commerce)
13. Do you like
14. Where do you live
15. Do you
16. do you go
17. does it (OR a taxi ride) cost
18. Is the Metro
19. Does it (OR the Metro) run
20. do you say
Lesson 3

3.1
Exercise 1, pg. 77
1. always
2. often
3. usually
4. usually
5. always
6. never
7. always
8. always
9. never
10. never

Exercise 2, pg. 78
Answers will vary.

3.2
Exercise 3, pgs. 78-79
Answers will vary.

Exercise 4, pg. 79
Answers will vary.

Exercise 5, pg. 80
Answers will vary.

Exercise 6, pg. 80
Answers will vary.

3.3
Exercise 7, pg. 82
Answers will vary.

3.4
Exercise 8, pg. 83
Answers will vary.

Exercise 9, pg. 84
Answers will vary.

Exercise 10, pg. 84
Answers will vary.

3.5
Exercise 11, pg. 85
Answers will vary.

Exercise 12, pg. 86
1. How often does she pick up her son at baseball practice?
She picks up her son at baseball practice twice a week.
2. How often does she shop for groceries?
She shops for groceries once a week.
3. How often does she take the dog for a haircut?
She takes the dog for a haircut once a month.
4. How often does she go to the beauty salon?
She goes to the beauty salon once a month.

Exercise 13, pg. 87
Answers will vary.

Exercise 14, pgs. 87-88
1. usually complains
2. How often do you call
3. I call her every day
4. ’s often
5. always watches
6. Does she ever

Exercise 15, pgs. 88-89
1. My friends and I always get
2. usually buy
3. cook
4. They rarely
5. we have
6. have
7. bakes
8. on
9. to
10. At
11. is always
12. it
13. happens
14. are
15. are always
16. I
17. works
18. stay
19. forget
20. have
21. in

Editing Quiz, pg. 91
1. never
2. C
3. I never mail
4. I always visit
5. How often
6. Do you tell them once in a while?
7. C
8. C
9. you ever think
10. I always do
Lesson 3 Test/Review
Part 1, pg. 91-92
1. is (OR ‘s)
2. Do you like
3. Does
4. doesn’t
5. wears
6. How old is he
7. is (OR ‘s)
8. Does he speak
9. speaks
10. When (OR How often)
11. meets
12. is (OR ‘s)
13. wears
14. always
15. doesn’t speak
16. speaks
17. gives
18. How often
19. don’t
20. Does
21. ever
22. teach
23. does
24. does your class use
25. does “context” mean
26. do you spell “context” (OR it)

Part 2, pgs. 92-93
1. in
2. in
3. on
4. at
5. at
6. in
7. from, to (OR till OR until)
8. in
9. in
10. C
11. C
12. C
13. C
14. C
15. C
16. C
17. makes
18. often brings
19. C
20. C
21. I always
22. sometimes go
23. She’s very
24. tries
25. C
26. C
27. she usually wears
28. She’s about
29. she looks
30. a teacher never wears
31. I’m very
32. understands
33. C
34. She comes
35. C
36. knows

Part 3, pgs. 93-94
1. She’s
2. C
3. gives
4. C
5. English is
6. C
7. C
8. C
9. she explains
10. C
11. has
12. are
13. say
14. C
15. C
16. C
17. makes
18. often brings
19. C
20. C
21. I always
22. sometimes go
23. She’s very
24. tries
25. C
26. C
27. she usually wears
28. She’s about
29. she looks
30. a teacher never wears
31. I’m very
32. understands
33. C
34. She comes
35. C
36. knows
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# Lesson 4

## Exercise 1, pg. 99

1. F
2. T
3. F
4. T
5. F
6. T
7. T
8. T
9. F
10. T
11. T

---

## Exercise 2, pgs. 100-101

1. dishes
2. countries
3. halves
4. books
5. boys
6. girls
7. benches
8. boxes
9. sharks
10. stereos
11. knives
12. stories
13. sofas
14. keys
15. movies
16. squirrels
17. mosquitoes
18. lions
19. flies
20. cows
21. tables
22. roaches
23. foxes
24. houses
25. turkeys
26. chickens
27. wolves
28. dogs
29. baths
30. ponies
31. ducks
32. moths

---

## Exercise 3, pg. 101

4.4

## Exercise 4, pg. 102

1. feet
2. women
3. policemen
4. children
5. fish
6. mice
7. sheep
8. teeth

---

## Exercise 5, pg. 103

1. families
2. people
3. times
4. women, husbands
5. Homes, cities
6. countries
7. children
8. feet
9. kids, grandparents
10. people
11. mice
12. Pets
13. Dogs, cats
14. Fish

---

## Exercise 6, pg. 107

4.5

## Exercise 7, pg. 107

Answers will vary.

## Exercise 8, pgs. 108-109

4.6

## Exercise 9, pg. 109

Answers will vary.
11. How many rooms are there in your dorm? 3. They’re 6. The
12. How many floors are there in your dorm? 4. They’re 7. a
Exercise 10, pg. 110
1. Is there a phone in your office? 5. It’s 10. the
2. Is there a file cabinet in your office? 6. It’s 9. an
3. Are there (any) photos of your family in your office? 7. It’s 11. The
4. Is there a radio in your office? 8. there are
Exercise 11, pgs. 110-111
5. Is there a copy machine in your office? 1. Is there a library at this school? 4. an
6. Are there (any) windows in your office? 2. Are there (any) vending machines at this school? 5. the
7. Is there a calendar in your office? 3. Are there (any) public telephones at this school? 6. the
8. Are there (any) bookshelves in your office? 4. Is there a computer room at this school? 7. the
9. Are there (any) plants in your office? 5. Is there a cafeteria at this school? 8. a
10. Are there (any) pictures in your office? 6. Is there a gym at this school? 9. the
11. Is there a fax machine in your office? 7. Is there a swimming pool at this school? 10. a
12. Is there a computer in your office? 8. Are there (any) tennis courts at this school? 11. a
Exercise 13, pg. 112
1. Is there a library at this school? 4. an
2. Are there (any) vending machines at this school? 5. the
3. Are there (any) public telephones at this school? 6. the
4. Is there a computer room at this school? 7. the
5. Is there a cafeteria at this school? 8. a
6. Is there a gym at this school? 9. the
7. Is there a swimming pool at this school? 10. a
8. Are there (any) tennis courts at this school? 11. a
9. Are there (any) dormitories at this school? 12. a
10. Is there a parking lot at this school? 13. The
11. Is there a bookstore at this school? 14. the
12. Are there (any) copy machines at this school? 15. a
13. Is there a student lounge at this school? 16. the
14. Is there an auditorium at this school? 17. the
15. a
16. the
17. the
18. the
19. a
20. the
21. the
22. the
23. any
24. some
25. a
26. the
27. a
28. an
4.9
Exercise 14, pg. 115
1. the
2. the
3. some/any
4. the
5. a
1. Houses in San Diego are expensive.
2. Homeowners pay property tax.
3. Dogs are part of the family.
4. Renters don’t have freedom to make changes.
5. Owners have freedom to make
Exercise 16, pg. 117
1. Houses in San Diego are expensive.
2. Homeowners pay property tax.
3. Dogs are part of the family.
4. Renters don’t have freedom to make changes.
5. Owners have freedom to make
Exercise 17, pg. 117
Answers will vary.

Exercise 18, pg. 118
Answers will vary

Exercise 19, pg. 118
Answers will vary.

Exercise 20, pg. 119
1. Do you like cats?
2. Do you like dogs?
3. Do you like hamburgers?
4. Do you like American cars?
5. Do you like American movies?
6. Do you like fashion magazines?
7. Do you like comic books?
8. Do you like computers?
9. Do you like computer games?
10. Do you like strict teachers?
11. Do you like American supermarkets?
12. Do you like American textbooks?

Exercise 21, pg. 119
1. the
2. the
3. a
4. the
5. Some OR X
6. a
7. the
8. X
9. X
10. X

Editing Quiz, pg. 112
1. There’s a large closet in each bedroom.
2. There’s
3. C
4. C
5. C
6. Are there any
7. C
8. there are
9. Are there
10. In my building there are 30 apartments. (OR There are 30 apartments in my building.)
11. Is there a janitor
12. C
13. C
14. C
15. It’s

Lesson 4 Test/Review
boxes
cards
feet
potatoes
women
months
matches
shelves
radios
mice

Part 1, pg. 123
1. any (OR some OR X)
2. a
3. The
4. X
5. a
6. X
7. some (OR X)
8. the
9. the
10. an

Part 2, pg. 123
1. There are
2. They’re
3. Is there
4. there is
5. is (OR ’s)
6. It’s

Part 3, pg. 124
11. are there
12. There are
13. Is there
14. there is
15. it’s
Lesson 5

5.1
Exercise 1, pg. 131
Answers will vary.

Exercise 2, pg. 132
1. The teacher always corrects the students’ homework.
2. No change.
3. The teacher’s job is to explain the grammar.
4. What are your parents’ names?
5. No change.
6. Do you use your father’s last name?
7. What is your dog’s name?
8. The children’s names are Jason and Jessica.

5.2
Exercise 3, pg. 133
1. his
2. her
3. its
4. their
5. her, her
6. their
7. your
8. my
9. our
10. your
11. my

5.3
Exercise 4, pg. 134
1. Whose office is this? This is (OR It’s) the dean’s office.
2. Whose offices are those? Those are (OR They’re) the teachers’ offices.
3. Whose dictionary is that? That’s (OR It’s) the teacher’s dictionary.
4. Whose books are those? Those are (OR They’re) the students’ books.
5. Whose car is that? That’s (OR It’s) my parents’ car.

5.4
Exercise 5, pg. 135
1. mine
2. yours
3. his
4. it
5. Hers
6. Theirs.

5.5
Exercise 6, pgs. 135-136
1. yours
2. my
3. Our
4. my
5. I’m
6. My
7. My, me

5.6
Exercise 7, pg. 139
1. me
2. it
3. them
4. her
5. you
6. us
7. him

5.7
Exercise 8, pgs. 139-140
1. you
2. her
3. him
4. me
5. them
6. her
7. it
8. it
9. her
10. it (OR that)
11. her
12. it
13. her
14. me
15. them

5.8
Exercise 9, pg. 140
1. My, Mine
2. My, me
3. I
4. My
5. I’m
6. My
7. My, me

5.9
Exercise 10, pg. 141
1. He’s
2. He
3. He’s
4. His, him, his
5. He’s, His
6. his
7. His

5.10
Exercise 11, pg. 141
1. She’s
2. her
3. She’s
4. She
5. Hers
6. She’s, She, her
7. Her

5.11
Exercise 12, pg. 141
1. They’re
2. They
3. They
4. Their
5. Theirs
6. They're
7. Them

Exercise 13, pg. 142
1. It
2. It's
3. Its
4. It
5. Its
6. It's
7. It

Exercise 14, pg. 142
1. We
2. We're
3. Our
4. Us
5. Ours
6. We're

Exercise 15, pg. 142
1. You
2. You
3. Yours
4. Your
5. You
6. You

Exercise 16, pg. 145
1. Who dusts the furniture in your house?
2. Who shops for groceries in your house?
3. Who pays the bills in your house?
4. Who washes the dishes in your house?
5. Who makes your bed in your house?
6. Who takes in the mail in your house?
7. Who washes the clothes in your house?

Exercise 17, pgs. 145-146
1. It takes care
2. Do they live
3. Is she single
4. kids do they have
5. takes care of
6. do you talk to
7. does it (OR a phone card) cost
8. knows

Exercise 18, pgs. 146-147
1. Who(m)
2. Who's
3. Who
4. Whose
5. Who

Exercise 19, pgs. 147-148
1. My
2. Mine
3. hers
4. her
5. husband’s
6. Whose
7. Their
8. your
9. her
10. our
11. ours
12. his
13. him
14. He’s
15. her
16. She
17. her
18. He's
19. his
20. her
21. her
22. who has
23. its
24. My neighbor’s dog
25. her
26. She
27. C
28. its
29. Whose coat is that?
30. yours
31. mine
32. C
33. C
34. mine
35. the name of the book?
36. mine
37. It's
38. C
39. Whose
40. C
41. C

Lesson 5 Test/Review
Part 1, pgs. 152-153
1. a
2. a
3. b
4. c
5.8
5. b
6. a
7. c
8. a
9. a
10. b
11. c
12. d
13. b
14. c
15. c
16. a
17. d
18. a
19. a
20. b
21. c
22. a
23. b
24. c
25. d
26. a
27. b
28. c
29. d
30. a
31. b
32. c
33. d
34. a

Part 2, pgs. 153-154

1. my
2. your
3. I
4. it (OR mine)
5. your
6. you
7. '
8. her
9. '
10. her
11. 's
12. her
13. 's
14. her
15. 's
16. Her
17. our (OR her OR my)
18. 's
19. 's
20. Their
21. '
22. ours
23. 's
24. them
25. their
26. 's
27. her
28. Her
29. 's
30. his
31. him
32. He's
33. his
34. him
Lesson 6

6.1
Exercise 1, pg. 159
1. ing
2. are
3. ing
4. are
5. m
6. is
7. ing

6.2
Exercise 2, pgs. 160-161
1. planning
2. opening
3. sitting
4. beginning
5. hurrying
6. happening
7. staying
8. growing
9. marrying
10. grabbing
11. writing
12. fixing
13. wiping
14. carrying
15. drinking
16. driving
17. waiting
18. serving
19. visiting
20. occurring

Exercise 3, pg. 161
1. 's writing
2. are playing
3. 's riding
4. are jogging
5. 's shining
6. 's sitting
7. are going
8. are carrying

6.3
Exercise 4, pg. 162

Answers will vary.

Exercise 5, pg. 162
Answers will vary.

Exercise 6, pg. 164
1. No, he isn't.
2. Yes, they are.
3. She's wearing running shoes.
4. She wants to be comfortable.
5. They're waiting for a bus.
6. Peter is going to the library.

Exercise 7, pg. 165
1. Is the teacher writing on the board?
2. Is the teaching sitting at the desk?
3. Is the teacher helping the students?
4. Are we practicing the past tense?
5. Are we reviewing Lesson 5?
6. Where is the teacher standing?
7. What exercise are we doing?
8. What are you thinking about?

Exercise 8, pg. 165
1. Are you planning to buy a car?
2. Are you studying biology this semester?
3. Are you taking other courses this semester?
4. Are you looking for a new apartment?
5. Are you looking for a job?
6. Is your English improving?
7. Is your vocabulary growing?
8. Is the teacher helping you?
9. Are the students making progress?
10. Are you learning about other students’ countries?

Exercise 9, pg. 166
1. I'm (not) wearing
2. I'm (not) holding
3. I'm (not) chewing
4. I'm (not) thinking
5. I'm (not) living
6. I'm (not) planning
7. I'm (not) looking
8. I'm (not) planning
9. I'm (not) taking
10. I'm (not) getting
11. I'm (not) gaining
12. I'm (not) learning
13. I'm (not) learning

Exercise 10, pgs. 166-167
1. are they looking at people
2. are they waiting (for the bus)
3. are people (OR they) walking fast
4. is he talking
5. isn’t she wearing dress shoes
6. isn’t he writing (in his journal) now
7. is (OR ‘s) riding a bicycle

Exercise 11, pgs. 167-168
1. 'm calling
2. 'm using
3. are you driving (OR going OR coming)
4. are you driving (OR going)
5. are flying
6. ‘m talking
7. am driving
8. is arriving (OR landing)
9. aren’t they
10. Are you wearing your seat belt
11. are you doing
12. ‘m using
13. ’m looking
14. are the kids
15. ‘s watching
16. ‘s doing
17. isn’t
18. Are you making (OR preparing
6.5 Exercise 12, pg. 170
1. am eating
2. eat
3. observe
4. is wearing
5. wear
6. is wearing
7. is wearing
8. use
9. is using
10. write
11. belong
12. sit
13. stand
14. stand up
15. enter
16. study
17. is taking
18. are you taking
19. take
20. is waiting

6.6 Exercise 13, pgs. 172-173
1. 'm studying
2. 're using
3. need
4. 're comparing
5. don't remember
6. see
7. 'm not looking, 'm looking
8. don't need
9. aren't writing
10. don't hear
11. are learning
12. know

Exercise 14, pg. 174
1. 's smelling
2. smell
3. 's thinking
4. thinks
5 am having

6. have
7. don't have
8. has, 'm having

Exercise 15, pgs. 174-175
1. 's writing
2. 's sitting
3. sees
4. goes
5. writes
6. thinks, wants
7. 's looking, 're holding
8. looks
9. 's thinking
10. are wearing
11. wear
12. seem

Exercise 16, pgs. 176-177
1. The mother isn't feeding the baby.
2. Dan (OR He) isn't sitting in class.
3. He doesn't understand American customs.
4. Men and women in his country don't kiss in public.
5. Americans (OR They) don't use their hands to eat spaghetti.
6. The man (OR He) isn't wearing a bracelet.
7. Americans (OR They) don't seem strange to me.
8. Dan doesn't like to take care of babies.
9. Women is Dan's country don't wear shorts in the summer.

Exercise 17, pg. 176
1. Is Dan (OR he) writing his homework? No, he isn't.
2. Is he watching American people? Yes, he is.
3. Does he understand American customs? No, he doesn't.
4. Do American women wear shorts in the summer? Yes, they do.

Exercise 18, pgs. 176-177
1. To whom is Dan (OR he) writing a letter? OR Who is Dan (OR he) writing a letter to?
2. Why does Dan (OR he) want to know about American customs?
3. Where are two women putting on makeup?
4. Why do American men and women touch and hold hands in public?
5. How often does Dan (OR he) write to his family?
6. Why isn't the man (OR he) using a fork?
7. Why don't women wear shorts in some countries?
8. Why do Americans (OR they) often wear jeans?
9. What does “behavior” mean?

Exercise 19, pgs. 177-178
1. 're
d. do you like
3. like
4. 'm having
5. Why aren't you studying
6. 'm meeting
7. 'm thinking
8. are doing
9. don't care
10. don't need
11. need
12. Are you getting
13. know
14. 'm getting
15. Are you practicing
16. don't have
17. 'm taking
18. usually take
19. does “freshman” mean
20. Are you getting
21. 'm gaining
22. do not like
23. don't you like
24. doesn't taste
25. miss
26. 'm making
27. 'm getting
28. always think
29. 's working
30. 'm wearing
31. Do you have
32. 's starting
33. are getting
34. are changing
35. 'm looking
36. see
37. prefer
38. 'm making
39. 's making
40. Does she want
41. don't think
42. 's watching
43. Is she getting
44. spends
45. 's coming
46. wants

Lesson 6 Test/Review
Part 1, pgs. 182-183
1. 'm looking
2. 'm returning
3. Do you want
4. 'm waiting
5. are working
6. need
7. Do you like
8. like
9. wears
10. has
11. seems
12. think
13. does Bob teach
14. usually work
15. helps
16. Does he give
17. doesn't believe
18. doesn't he believe
19. thinks
20. says
21. 're working
22. sounds
23. are you asking
24. 'm thinking
25. fill
26. see
27. 's walking

Lesson 6 Test/Review
Part 2, pg. 184
1. doesn't want
2. isn't looking
3. aren't talking
4. don't have

Lesson 6 Test/Review
Part 3, pgs. 184-185
1. Does Bob (OR he) like tests? No, he doesn't.
2. Does Teresa (OR she) have time now? No, she doesn't.
3. Are they talking about their teachers? Yes, they are.
4. Does Bob (OR he) ever wear a suit to class? No, he doesn't.
5. Does Teresa (OR she) want to go for coffee? No, she doesn’t.
6. Do American teachers seem strange to Teresa? No, they don’t.
7. Is Alicia working on a geography project? No, she isn't.

Lesson 6 Test/Review
Part 4, pg. 185
1. Why does he sound interesting?
2. Why doesn't he like tests?
3. What kind of project are they working on?
4. How often does Teresa (OR she) study in the library?
5. What kind of book is she looking for?
6. Why is she waiting for her friend?
7. Why aren't her classmates (OR they) writing in a journal?
Lesson 7

7.1
Exercise 1, pg. 192
1. will invite
2. will be
3. will go
4. will have (OR be in)
5. will choose (OR give OR buy)
6. will rent
7. will help

Exercise 2, pg. 193
1. are going to play (OR perform)
2. is going to take
3. are going to be
4. is going to wear
5. is going to cost
6. is going to be (OR take place)
7. is going to be

Exercise 3, pg. 194
Answers will vary.

Exercise 4, pg. 1954
Answers will vary.

Exercise 5, pgs. 194-195
1. are going to give
2. 're going to buy
3. 're going to send
4. 'm going to spend
5. 're going to send
6. 're going to say, 're going to pay

Exercise 6, pg. 195
Answers will vary.

Exercise 7, pg. 195
Answers will vary.

Exercise 8, pg. 196
1. 'll always love
2. 'll do
3. 'll work

4. 'll have, 'll be
5. 'll grow
6. 'll be
7. won't look

Exercise 9, pg. 196
1. I'll buy you stamps (OR buy OR get them for you)).
2. I'll make the reservation. (OR I'll do it.)
3. I'll lend you money.
4. I'll answer (OR get it).
5. I'll pay.
6. I'll call (OR contact) them

Exercise 10, pg. 198
1. Are you going to watch TV?
   What show are you going to watch?
2. Are you going to listen to music? Where are you going to listen to music?
3. Are you going to read the newspaper? What newspaper are you going to read?
4. Are you going (to go) shopping? Why are you going (to go) shopping tonight?
5. Are you going to take a shower? When are you going to take a shower?
6. Are you going to eat dinner?
   With whom are you going to eat dinner? (OR Who are you going to eat dinner with?)
7. Are you going to call someone?
   Who(m) are you going to call?
8. Are you going to check your e-mail? When are you going to check your e-mail (OR it)?
9. Are you going to do your homework? When are you going to do your homework (OR it)?

Exercise 11, pg. 199
1. Are you going to stay in this city? Why are you going to stay?
2. Are you going to study something new? What are you going to study?
3. Are you going to look for a job? When are you going to look for a job?
4. Are you going to get an A in this course? What grade are you going to get?
5. Are you going to buy a computer? Why are (OR aren't) you going to buy a computer?
   What kind of computer are you going to buy (OR get)?
6. Are you going to visit other American cities? Which cities are you going to visit?
7. Are you going to transfer to another school? Why are you going to transfer to another school?
   Which school are you going to transfer to?

Exercise 12, pg. 200-201
1. will be
2. will I do
3. 'll help
4. won't arrive
5. will probably open
6. will the wedding start
7. 'll start
8. will the wedding be
9. will you wear
10. 'll probably wear
11. will not have
12. 'll have to
13. will attend
14. will attend
15. will they serve
16. will be
17. will the wedding last
18. will probably last
19. will probably stay
20. Will the bride and groom leave
21. ’ll be
22. ’ll probably leave
23. will be
24. will be

Exercise 13
1. ’m going to have (OR will have)
2. ’re going to get (OR will get)
3. ’re going to deliver (OR will deliver)
4. ’ll go
5. ’ll go
6. ’m going to use
7. ’re going to send (OR will send)
8. ’ll help
9. ’ll pay
10. ’ll make

Exercise 14
1. is she going to have (OR will she have)
2. are you going to wear (OR will you wear)
3. ’re going to wear (OR will wear)
4. Is the wedding going to be (OR Will the wedding be)
5. ’s going to be (OR will be)
6. are they going to wait
7. are they going to live (OR will they live)
8. ’re going to look (OR will look)
9. are they going to invite (OR will they invite)
10. ’s going to be (OR will be)
11. ’re going to invite
12 is going to be (OR will be)
13. is going to pay (OR will pay)
14. are going to pay (OR will pay)
15. ’re going to split (OR will split)
16. are going to come
17. are they going to stay (OR will they stay)
18. will be (OR is going to be)
19. will have to (OR are going to have to)
20. won’t come (OR aren’t going to come)
21. will be (OR going to be)

Exercise 15, pg. 204
1. come, will (OR are going to) stay
2. will (OR are going to) make, return
3. will (OR are going to) move, return
4. get, will (OR are going to) open
5. will (OR are going to) save, have
6. will (OR are going to) go, is

Exercise 16, pg. 204
Answers will vary.

Exercise 17, pg. 205
Answers will vary.

Exercise 18, pgs. 205-206
1. will invite (OR are going to invite)
2. will the wedding be (OR is the wedding going to be)
3. will have
4. Will you buy (OR Are you going to buy)
5. will use (OR am going to use)
6. will wear (OR am going to wear)
7. will you live (OR are you going to live)
8. will live (OR are going to live)
9. finishes
10. gets
11. will get (OR are going to get)
12. will not be (OR is not going to be)
13. will not have (OR are not going to have)
14. Will your parents come (OR Are your parents going to come)
15. will take (OR are going to take)
16. When will you get (OR When are you going to get)
17. will send
18. will be

Exercise 19, pg. 209
1. ’ll (OR is going to) have, graduates
2. often studies
3. rarely go
4. ’re saving
5. ’re thinking
6. think

Exercise 20, pgs. 209-210
1. don’t have
2. don’t want
3. isn’t working
4. don’t depend
5. won’t graduate

Exercise 21, pg. 210
1. Is Katie a student? No, she isn’t.
2. Is Katie attending college now? No, she’s not.
3. Will Jason have a good job? Yes, he will.
4. Are they thinking about having children? Yes, they are.
5. Are they going to have five children? No, they’re not.

Exercise 22, pg. 211
1. Why are they saving their money?
2. Why don’t they want to depend on their parents?
3. When will Jason (OR he) make good money?
4. Why does Jason (OR he) want to be a lawyer?
5. Why isn’t Katie (OR she) going to work when her children are small?
6. When will Jason (OR he) pay back his student loans?
7. Why don’t they go out very much?
8. What college is Jason (OR he)
9. When is he going to graduate?
10. Who is earning money now?
11. Who wants to help them?
12. How are they learning about responsibilities?

Editing Quiz, pg. 214
1. 'm going to make
2. will have
3. I get
4. 'm going to send
5. will you
6. 'll send
7. I have
8. C
9. will be nice
10. 'll write

Lesson 7 Test/Review
Part 1, pgs. 214-215
1. are going to
2. is going to (OR will)
3. 'll
4. will (OR are going to)
5. 'll
6. will (OR is going to)
7. will (OR are going to)
8. 'll
9. 'll (OR is going to)

Part 2, pg. 215
1. 's not (OR isn’t) going to invite
2. won’t wear
3. 'm not going to buy
4. won’t help
5. 're not (OR aren’t) going to meet

Part 3, pg. 216
1. Will they send money? No, they won’t.
2. Are you going to invite your relatives? Yes, I am.
3. Are they going to open the gifts? Yes, they are.
4. Will they need things for their bathroom? Yes, they will.
5. Will there be music at the party? Yes, there will.

Part 4, pg. 216
1. How will they use the money?
2. What kind of gift are you going to send?
3. When will they thank us?
4. Where are they going to get married?
5. Why aren’t they going to open the gifts at the wedding?
6. How many people will there be at the wedding?
7. Who will give money?

Test on Comparison of Tenses
Part 1, pg. 217
1. 's working
2. 's sleeping
3. have
4. 'm
5. go
6. is
7. walk
8. drive
9. watches
10. 'm studying
11. 'm going to take
12. think
13. will help (OR is going to help)
14. is
15. 're going (to go) (OR will go)
16. 're going to visit (OR will visit)
17. lives
18. 're going to spend (OR will spend)
19. get
20. 'll send

Part 2, pg. 218
1. isn’t take
2. doesn’t take
3. aren’t going to visit
4. doesn’t go
5. don’t live
6. won’t go

Part 3, pg. 218
1. Is her husband sleeping? No, he isn’t.
2. Does she ever walk to school? Yes, she does.
3. Is she going to take a math class? No, she isn’t.
4. Will she go to Montreal? Yes, she will.
5. Is she going to send Judy a letter? No, she isn’t.
6. Is she writing an e-mail now? Yes, she is.
7. Does her sister-in-law (OR she) live in Toronto? No, she doesn’t.

Part 4, pg. 219
1. A. What is her husband doing?
   B. He’s working on his car.
2. A. What courses is she taking this semester?
   B. She’s taking English and Math.
3. A. Who watches her baby?
   B. Her mother watches her baby.
4. A. What course is she going to take next semester?
   B. She’s going to take a computer course next semester.
5. A. Where will they go on vacation for Christmas?
   B. They’ll go to Canada for Christmas.
6. A. Where does her husband’s sister (OR she) live?
   B. She lives in Montreal.
7. A. Why doesn’t she usually drive to school?
   B. She usually walks to school.
Lesson 8
8.1

Exercise 1, pg. 225
1. worked
2. learned
3. loved
4. opened, repaired
5. started
6. weighed
7. succeeded
8. died
9. lived

Exercise 2, pg. 226
1. played
2. studied
3. decided
4. wanted
5. liked
6. showed
7. looked
8. stopped
9. happened
10. carried
11. enjoyed
12. dragged
13. dropped
14. changed

Exercise 3, pg. 227
1. played
2. dreamed
3. studied
4. started
5. tried
6. crashed

Exercise 4, pgs. 227-228
1. played
2. dreamed
3. studied
4. started
5. used
6. tried
7. crashed
8. fixed
9. stayed
10. offered
11. decided
12. died
13. lived
14. changed

Exercise 5, pg. 229
1. were
2. was
3. were
4. were
5. was

Exercise 6, pg. 230
1. The airplane wasn’t common transportation in the early 1900s.
2. Lindbergh wasn’t from Kansas.
3. Earhart’s last flight wasn’t successful.
4. The Wright brothers’ first plane wasn’t in the air for many hours.
5. Earhart wasn’t an inventor.
6. There weren’t a lot of planes 100 years ago.
7. The Wright brothers weren’t born in the twentieth century.
8. The 2003 flight at Kitty Hawk wasn’t successful.

Exercise 7, pg. 232
1. A: Why was Lindbergh a hero?
   B: He was the first person to fly across the Atlantic Ocean.
2. A: What nationality was Earhart?
   B: She was American.
3. A: How old was Lindbergh when he crossed the ocean?
   B: He was 25 years old.
4. A: Who were the Wright brothers?
   B: They were famous inventors.
5. A: When was Earhart born?
   B: She was born in 1897.
6. A: Why were the Wright brothers famous?
   B: They invented the first airplane.
7. A: Why wasn’t the flight in 2003 at Kitty Hawk successful?
   B: It rained hard and the plane failed to get off the ground.

Exercise 8, pg. 232
Answers will vary.

Exercise 9, pg. 233
1. A: Why was Lindbergh a hero?
   B: He was the first person to fly across the Atlantic Ocean.
2. A: What nationality was Earhart?
   B: She was American.
3. A: How old was Lindbergh when he crossed the ocean?
   B: He was 25 years old.
4. A: Who were the Wright brothers?
   B: They were famous inventors.
5. A: When was Earhart born?
   B: She was born in 1897.
6. A: Why were the Wright brothers famous?
   B: They invented the first airplane.
7. A: Why wasn’t the flight in 2003 at Kitty Hawk successful?
   B: It rained hard and the plane failed to get off the ground.

Exercise 10, pgs. 233-234
1. was not
2. was
3. were you
4. Were you
5. wasn’t
6. Was your trip  
7. wasn’t it  
8. was  
9. were  
10. Were there  
11. was  
12. was  
13. was  
14. weren’t  
15. was  
16. was  
17. was  
18. were  

8.7  
Exercise 11, pg. 237  
1. built – I, flew – I  
2. used – R  
3. launched – R  
4. sent – I  
5. became – I  
6. went – I  
7. put – I  
8. transmitted – R  

Exercise 15, pg. 240  
Answers will vary.  

Exercise 16, pg. 241  
Answers will vary.  

Exercise 17, pg. 241  
Answers will vary.  

8.8  
Exercise 12, pg. 237  
1. was  
2. thought  
3. put, drove  
4. flew, fell  
5. saw  
6. wrote  

Exercise 18, pg. 243  
1. No, he didn’t.  
2. Yes, he did.  
3. No, they didn’t.  
4. Yes, it did.  
5. Yes, he was.  

Exercise 19, pg. 244  
Answers will vary.  

Exercise 20, pgs. 244-245  
1. Did his brother die in 1912? No, he didn’t.  
2. Did Goddard build an airplane? No, he didn’t.  
3. Did Lindbergh love to fly? Yes, he did.  
4. Did Earhart cross the ocean? Yes, she did.  
5. Did Earhart work for the U.S. Mail Service? No, she didn’t.  
6. Did Earhart become famous? Yes, she did.  
7. Did Lindbergh disappear? No, he didn’t.  
8. Was Earhart born in the twentieth century? No, she wasn’t.  
9. Did the Wright brothers win money for their first flight? No, they didn’t.  
10. Did people believe Goddard at first? No, they didn’t.  
11. Did Goddard dream about flight? Yes, he did.  
12. Did Sully (OR he) make a safe landing? Yes, he did.  
13. Did birds fly into both engines? No, they didn’t.  
14. Were the passengers safe? Yes, they were.  

Exercise 21, pgs. 245-246  
1. did the Wright brothers build their plane  
2. did the first plane crash  
3. didn’t newspapers report  
4. did Lindbergh work  
5. did he cross the ocean  
6. did he win  
7. was Lindbergh  
8. was Earhart born  
9. did she disappear  
10. didn’t Earhart return  
11. did the first man walk on the moon  
12. didn’t Goddard see  
13. was Sully a hero  
14. lives did he save  
15. didn’t he return to the airport  

Exercise 22, pgs. 246-247  
1. When was Lindbergh born? He was born in 1902.  
2. What kind of toy did their father (OR he) give them? He gave them
23.

a flying toy.

3. What kind of shop did they have? They had a bicycle shop.

4. Where did they design airplanes? They designed airplanes in their bicycle shop.

5. When did they fly their first plane? They flew their first plane in 1903.

6. How many seconds did it stay in the air? It stayed in the air for 12 seconds.

7. Why didn’t the U.S. government want to see the airplane at first? They didn’t believe it.

8. What did Goddard invent? He invented the rocket.

9. Why did Goddard (OR he) take his rocket to his aunt’s farm? He took his rocket (OR it) to his aunt’s farm to see if it would fly.

10. Why did people laugh at Goddard (OR him)? People laughed at Goddard (OR him) because they didn’t believe him (OR they thought he was a fool).

11. Where did Sully (OR he) land his plane? He landed it in the Hudson River in New York City.

12. When did Sully (OR he) receive an invitation from the president? He received the invitation in January 2009.

13. Where did the president thank him? He thanked him at the inauguration.

Exercise 23, pg. 248
Answers will vary.

Exercise 26, pg. 250
Answers will vary.

Exercise 27, pgs. 250-251
1. came
2. were you
3. moved
4. was
5. did you move
6. lost
7. happened
8. hit
9. destroyed
10. went
11. did you stay
12. came
13. Did they come
14. waited
15. found
16. saved
17. brought
18. didn’t come
19. started
20. arrived
21. supported
22. did
23. didn’t go
24. had
25. got
26. started
27. did you choose
8. C
9. were
10. C
11. died
12. was he born
13. was born
14. was
15. C
16. saw
17. happened
18. C
19. walked
20. forgot
21. die
22. was
23. C

Lesson 8 Test/Review
Part 1, pg. 255
1. ate
2. saw
3. got
4. sat
5. hit
6. made
7. took
8. found
9. said
10. read
11. drank
12. built
13. stopped
14. left
15. bought
16. thought
17. ran
18. carried
19. sold
20. stood

Part 2, pgs. 255-256
1. weren’t
2. didn’t fly
3. wasn’t
4. didn’t invent
5. didn’t die
6. didn’t go

8.11
Exercise 25, pg. 249
1. Russia
2. an American
7. didn’t come
8. wasn’t born
9. didn’t build
10. didn’t lose

Part 3, pgs. 256-257
1. Did Orville Wright become famous? Yes, he did.
2. Was Goddard an aviator? No, he wasn’t.
3. Did Earhart fly across the Atlantic Ocean? Yes she did.
4. Was Goddard born in the U.S.? Yes, he was.
5. Did the Wright brothers write about rockets? No, they didn’t.
6. Did the Americans send a man into space? Yes, they did.
7. Did Wilbur Wright die in 1945? No, he didn’t.
8. Did Russia put men on the moon in 1969? No, they didn’t.
9. Did they laugh at his ideas in 1969? No, they didn’t.
10. Did Sully (OR he) land the airplane safely? Yes, he did.

Part 4, pg. 257
1. When was Lindbergh born?
2. When did Earhart cross the ocean?
3. How much money did Lindbergh (OR he) get for his flight?
4. Why did Earhart (OR she) want to fly around the world?
5. How many people saw Lindbergh (OR him) in Paris?
6. Why didn’t Goddard’s colleagues (OR they) believe his ideas?
7. When did Orville Wright die?
8. Which president examined Goddard’s (OR his) ideas?
9. How did Sully (OR he) lose an engine?
10. Who made an emergency landing?
Lesson 9
9.2
Exercise 1, pg. 263
1. to save (OR to spend)
2. to spend
3. to get
4. to check
5. to be
6. to shop (OR to compare prices)

Exercise 2, pg. 264
Answers will vary.

Exercise 3, pg. 264
1. Do you try to compare prices?
2. Do you plan to buy something new?
3. Do you like to shop alone?
4. Do you like to shop online?
5. Do you like to use coupons?
6. Do you like to get the best price?

Exercise 4, pg. 265
1. Do you want (OR plan) to take a computer course next semester? Why do (OR don’t) you want (OR plan) to take a computer course next semester?
2. Do you want (OR plan) to move? Why do you want (OR plan) to move? When do you want (OR plan) to move?
3. Do you want (OR plan) to leave this country? Why do (OR don’t) you want (OR plan) to leave this country? When do you want (OR plan) to leave this country?
4. Do you want (OR plan) to get (another) job? What kind of job do you want (OR plan) to get?
5. Do you want (OR plan) to become an American citizen? Why do (OR don’t) you want (OR plan) to become an American citizen?
6. Do you want (OR plan) to transfer to a different school? Why do (OR don’t) you want (OR plan) to transfer to a different school?
7. Do you want (OR plan) to take another English course next semester? Which course do you want (OR plan) to take?
8. Do you want (OR plan) to learn another language? Which language do you want (OR plan) to learn?
9. Do you want (OR plan) to review the last lesson? Why do (OR don’t) you want (OR plan) to review the last lesson?

9.3
Exercise 5, pg. 266
Answers will vary.

Exercise 6, pg. 266
Answers will vary.

Exercise 7, pg. 266
Answers will vary.

9.4
Exercise 8, pg. 267
Answers will vary.

Exercise 9, pg. 267
Answers will vary.

9.5
Exercise 10, pg. 268
Answers will vary.

Exercise 11, pgs. 268-269
1. (in order) to check (OR compare)
2. (in order) to get
3. (in order) to make
4. (in order) to learn
5. (in order) to change (OR to lighten)

9.6
Exercise 12, pgs. 271-272
Conversation 1
1. to help
2. us
3. to buy
4. her to use
5. you to consider
6. her

Conversation 2
1. you to
2. me to

Conversation 3
1. me to get
2. us

Conversation 4
1. me
2. to help
3. him
4. to help
5. him to
6. to give

Exercise 13, pgs. 272-273
1. them to leave
2. wanted them to buy
3. want you to talk
4. encourage you to be
5. expected her to buy
6. wanted him to buy
7. expect you to graduate

9.8
Exercise 14, pgs. 275-276
Answers will vary.

Exercise 15, pg. 276
Answers will vary.

Exercise 16, pg. 276
1. Can you write with your left
1. Can you type without looking at the keyboard?
2. Can you run fast?
3. Can you play chess?
4. Can you ski?
5. Can you play the piano?
6. Can you speak French?
7. Can you bake a cake?
8. Can you play the guitar?
9. Can you sew?
10. Can you play the piano?

Exercise 19, pgs. 277-278
Answers will vary.

Exercise 20, pg. 278
1. shouldn’t do (OR buy OR get)
2. should we buy (OR get)
3. should buy (OR get)
4. shouldn’t eat
5. should use
6. should be
7. should look
8. should buy (OR get)
9. should come (OR shop)
10. should bring
11. Should we pay

Exercise 21, pg. 279
Answers will vary.

Exercise 22, pg. 280
1. Why should they study the lessons?
2. When should the teacher (OR he OR she) take attendance?
3. What else should the students (OR they) bring to class?
4. Why should I study modals?
5. Why should we register for classes early?
6. Why should the teacher (OR he OR she) speak clearly?
7. Why shouldn’t the students (OR they) talk during a test?
8. Where should we do homework?
9. Why should the teacher (OR he OR she) announce a test ahead of time?
10. Exercise 23, pg. 281

Exercise 23, pg. 281
1. must
2. must not
3. must
4. must not
5. must not

Exercise 24, pg. 281
Answers will vary.

Exercise 25, pg. 282
Answers will vary.

Exercise 26, pg. 282
1. Do you have to take attendance?
2. Do you have to give students grades?
3. Do you have to call students by their last names?
4. Do you have to wear a suit?
5. Do you have to work in the summer?
6. Do you have to have a master’s degree?
7. Do you have to work on Saturdays?
8. Do you have to come to school every day?

Exercise 27, pg. 283
Answers will vary.

Exercise 28, pg. 283
Answers will vary.
2. bring (OR take)
3. go (OR hurry)
4. buy (OR get)
5. walk
6. drive (OR take the car)

Exercise 36, pg. 291
Answers will vary.

9.16
Exercise 37, pgs. 292-293

1. I’d like to buy a new computer.
2. Could (OR Would) you show me your latest models?
3. Would you like to see the laptops or the desktops?
4. Could (OR Would) you show me the desktops?
5. Could (OR Would) you turn it on?
6. Why don’t you buy this computer?
7. Could (OR Would) you tell me the price?
8. May (OR Can OR Could) I take it home and try it out?
9. Would you like to buy a service contract?
10. Can (OR May OR Could) I see the service contract?

Editing Quiz, pg. 296
1. me to help you
2. want you to be
3. It is important to compare
4. (in order) to
5. can look
6. have to pay (OR must pay)

Lesson 9 Test/Review
Part 1, pg. 297
1. to, don’t need to learn
2. Ø, must not stop
3. to, doesn’t expect to pass
4. to, don’t want to study
5. to, doesn’t have to give
6. Ø, might not have
7. to, isn’t important to practice
8. to, isn’t easy to learn
9. Ø, Let’s not speak
10. Ø, don’t be

Part 2, pg. 298
1. should I wear a seat belt?
2. do you want to buy some grapes?
3. must he fill out the application?
4. does she need to drive to New York?
5. can’t I park at a bus stop?
6. is it necessary to eat vegetables?
7. does she have to buy a car?
8. would they like to see me?

Part 3, pgs. 298-299
1. Could
2. can

Part 4, pg. 300
1. D
2. D
3. S
4. D
5. S
6. D
7. D
8. D
9. S
10. S

Part 5, pg. 300
1. don’t have to
2. don’t have to, can
3. should
4. don’t have to
5. May
6. should
7. don’t have to
8. might
9. can’t
10. must not
Lesson 10
10.2
Exercise 1, pg. 308
1. milk
2. cholesterol
3. candy
4. nutrition
5. milk (OR cream OR sugar)
6. Olive oil, Butter
7. Coffee
8. salt
9. sugar

Exercise 2, pg. 309
1. mail
2. snow
3. popcorn
4. homework
5. sand
6. happiness
7. advice
8. unemployment

10.3
Exercise 3, pg. 310
1. fruit
2. fruits
3. candy
4. food
5. foods
6. rice, beans

10.4
Exercise 4, pg. 311
Answers will vary.

10.5
Exercise 5, pg. 312
1. a lot of
2. a lot of
3. Many (OR A lot of)
4. much
5. many (OR a lot of)
6. a lot of
7. many
8. much

9. much
10. a lot of
11. a lot of

10.6
Exercise 6, pgs. 312-313
1. a little
2. a few (OR several)
3. a little
4. a few (OR several)
5. A few (OR Several)
6. a little
7. a few (OR several)
8. a little
9. a little
10. a few (OR several)

10.7
Exercise 7, pg. 313
1. some
2. any
3. some (OR any)
4. any
5. some
6. any
7. an
8. some (OR any)
9. a
10. any

10.8
Exercise 8, pg. 314
Answers will vary.

Exercise 9, pg. 314
1. a lot of
2. no
3. any
4. some (OR a little)
5. a lot of
6. some (OR a little)
7. a lot of (OR much)
8. some (OR a little)
9. any (OR a little OR some)
10. any, any

Exercise 10, pgs. 314-315
1. Do you eat much rice?
2. Do you eat much fish?
3. Do you eat much chicken?
4. Do you eat much pork?
5. Do you eat much bread?
6. Do you eat much cheese?
7. Do you drink much apple juice?
8. Do you drink much lemonade?
9. Do you drink much milk?
10. Do you drink much tea?
11. Do you drink much coffee?
12. Do you drink much soda or pop?

Exercise 11, pg. 315
Answers will vary.

Exercise 12, pgs. 315-316
1. a few
2. a lot of
3. any
4. much
5. a lot of
6. many
7. a lot of
8. a lot of
9. much
10. much
11. a lot of
12. a lot

Exercise 13, pgs. 316-317
1. some (OR a little)
2. any
3. glass
4. slices
5. some (OR any)
6. many (OR a few OR several)
7. some (OR a little)
8. some (OR any)
9. piece of (OR slice of)
10. some (OR a little)
11. some (OR a little)
12. any (OR much OR a lot of)
Exercise 14, pgs. 318-319
1. much
2. a lot of
3. a lot
4. a lot of
5. many
6. a lot of
7. a lot of
8. a lot of
9. a lot
10. a lot of
11. a lot of
12. too much
10.9
Exercise 15, pgs. 319-320
Answers will vary. First part of sentence:
1. much
2. many
3. much
4. many
Exercise 16, pg. 320
Situation A
1. too
2. too many
3. too
4. too
5. too much
Situation B
1. too
2. too much
3. too many
4. too much
5. too many
Exercise 17, pg. 321
Answers will vary.
Exercise 18, pg. 321
1. a lot of
2. too
3. too
4. a lot of
5. too much
6. a lot of
7. too much
8. much
9. a lot of
10. too much
11. too
Exercise 19, pg. 322
1. a lot of (OR any)
2. a lot of
3. a cup of (OR some)
4. much (OR any OR a lot of)
5. a few (OR some OR a lot of)
6. some (OR a can of)
7. no
8. much
9. any
10. piece
11. piece
12. piece
13. piece
14. piece
Part 2, pg. 326
1. much
2. A few
3. some
4. an
5. some
6. any
7. several
8. a
9. much
Lesson 11

11.1
Exercise 1, pg. 329
1. adj.
2. adj., adj., adj.
3. adj.
4. adv.
5. adj.
6. adv.
7. adj.
8. adv.
9. adj.
10. adv.

11.2
Exercise 2, pg. 330
1. normal (OR healthy)
2. frustrated
3. full (OR interesting)
4. fair (OR equal)
5. patient (OR good)
6. intelligent (OR educated OR interesting)
7. interesting (OR fascinating)
8. Blind

Exercise 3, pg. 331
Answers will vary.

Exercise 4, pg. 331
1. Do you prefer a big city or a small one?
2. Do you prefer an old house or a new one?
3. Do you prefer a cold climate or a warm one?
4. Do you prefer a small car or a big one?
5. Do you prefer a soft mattress or a hard one?
6. Do you prefer green grapes or red ones?
7. Do you prefer red apples or yellow ones?
8. Do you prefer strict teachers or easy ones?
9. Do you prefer noisy children or quiet ones?
10. Do you prefer used textbooks or new ones?

11.3
Exercise 5, pgs. 333-334
1. book store
2. department store
3. shoe store
4. sign language
5. eyeglasses
6. flower pot
7. rose garden
8. five-dollar bill
9. six-year-old child
10. two-week vacation
11. toothbrush
12. six-foot-tall man

Exercise 6, pg. 334
1. wheelchair
2. basketball player
3. ten-year-old child
4. college team
5. bachelor’s degree
6. community health
7. gold medal

11.4
Exercise 7, pg. 334
1. college education
2. car accident
3. volleyball player
4. eyesight, 19-month-old baby
5. college degree

Exercise 8, pg. 335
Answers will vary.

Exercise 9, pg. 336
1. True
2. True
3. False
4. False
5. False

11.5
Exercise 10, pg. 336
1. badly
2. well
3. lazily
4. truly
5. nicely
6. fully
7. responsibly
8. politely
9. fast
10. constantly
11. terribly
12. beautifully

Exercise 11, pg. 337
1. beautifully
2. responsibly
3. neatly
4. well
5. cheerfully
6. fluently
7. politely
8. hard
9. sadly
10. patiently
11. correctly

Exercise 12, pg. 337
Answers will vary.

Exercise 13, pg. 338
1. C
2. wildly
3. year
4. C
5. poor
6. C
7. small child
8. C
9. clearly
10. elementary school
11. very bright student
12. C
13. C
Exercise 14, pg. 339
1. healthy
2. happy
3. impolite
4. rudely
5. crazy
6. easily
7. new
8. nice
9. positive
10. active
11. well
12. fluently
13. quickly
14. curious
15. frequently

Exercise 15, pg. 341
1. too
2. very
3. very
4. too
5. very
6. too
7. very
8. too
9. too
10. very
11. very

Exercise 16, pg. 342
1. too hard
2. old enough
3. too sick
4. enough money
5. enough experience
6. strong enough
7. too heavy
8. enough exercise

Lesson 11 Test/Review
Part 1, pg. 347
1. very beautiful pictures
2. too old
3. nineteen-month-old baby
4. sign language
5. car accident
6. volleyball team
7. well enough

Part 2, pgs. 347-348
1. neat, sloppily
2. calmly, fast
3. fluently, hard
4. easily, difficult
5. accurately, carefully
6. soft, loudly
7. beautifully, sick
8. responsible, childishly
9. carefully, foolishly
10. regularly, lazy
**Lesson 12**

12.1
Exercise 1, pg. 353
1. isn’t
2. larger
3. smaller
4. Alaska
5. Hispanics
6. fewer
7. California
8. isn’t

Exercise 2, pg. 355
1. more interesting, most interesting
2. younger, youngest
3. more beautiful, most beautiful
4. better, best
5. commoner (OR more common), commonest (OR most common)
6. thinner, thinnest
7. more carefully, most carefully
8. prettier, prettiest
9. worse, worst
10. more famous, most famous
11. luckier, luckiest
12. simpler (OR more simple), simplest (OR most simple)
13. higher, highest
14. more delicious, most delicious
15. farther, farthest
16. more foolishly, most foolishly

12.3
Exercise 3, pg. 356
1. The biggest
2. The longest
3. The highest
4. the most popular
5. the most expensive
6. the most beautiful
7. the best
8. the tallest
9. the worst
10. the oldest

Exercise 4, pg. 357
Answers will vary.

Exercise 5, pgs. 357-358
Answers will vary.

12.4
Exercise 6, pg. 358
Answers will vary.

Exercise 7, pg. 359
Answers will vary.

12.5
Exercise 8, pg. 361
1. larger
2. more dangerous
3. less expensive
4. worse
5. more

Exercise 9, pg. 362
Answers will vary.

Exercise 10, pg. 362
Answers will vary.

Exercise 11, pg. 362
Answers will vary.

12.6
Exercise 12, pg. 363
Answers will vary.

Exercise 13, pg. 363
Answers will vary.

Exercise 14, pg. 364
Answers will vary.

Exercise 15, pgs. 364-365
1. warmer than
2. the biggest
3. the farthest
4. more crowded than
5. more crowded than
6. the most crowded
8. the most beautiful
9. The tallest

Exercise 16, pgs. 365-366
1. larger (OR bigger) than
2. the tallest
3. better
4. hottest
5. bigger (OR larger)
6. biggest (OR largest)
7. sunnier (OR drier)
8. best (OR most famous)
9. more expensive
10. safer
11. more
12. the most interesting

Editing Quiz, pgs. 368-369
1. one of the biggest cities
2. largest
3. C
4. prettier than
5. more interesting than
6. C
7. my
8. the most crowded
9. C

Lesson 12 Test/Review
Part 1, pg. 369
1. I have more problems than you.
2. I woke up earlier than you.
3. Paris is the most beautiful city in the world.
4. C
5. You type faster than I do.
6. C
7. Your car is more expensive than my car.
8. C
9. C
10. C

Part 2, pgs. 369-370
1. the highest
2. worse than
3. the most common (OR the commonest)
4. more populated than
5. the longest
6. better than
7. the largest
8. more quickly than
9. better than
10. friendlier (OR more friendly)
11. more carefully than
12. the best
13. more fluently than

Lesson 13
13.1
Exercise 1, pg. 375
1. does too
2. is too
3. will too
4. was too
5. did too

Exercise 2, pgs. 375-376
1. didn’t either
2. isn’t either
3. doesn’t either
4. can’t either
5. doesn’t either

13.2
Exercise 3, pg. 376
1. doesn’t
2. does
3. doesn’t
4. didn’t
5. isn’t
6. is
7. can’t

Exercise 4, pgs. 376-377
Answers will vary.

Exercise 5, pg. 377
Answers will vary.

Exercise 6, pg. 378
1. does
2. doesn’t
3. does too
4. would too
5. either
6. does

Exercise 7, pg. 381
1. aren’t you?
2. can’t you?
3. won’t we?
4. shouldn’t we?
5. isn’t there?
6. wouldn’t you?
7. isn’t it?
8. aren’t I? (OR am I not?)

Exercise 8, pg. 381
1. are you?
2. can she?
3. should we?
4. were you?
5. are there?
6. is it?

Exercise 9, pg. 382
1. doesn’t it?
2. don’t you?
3. didn’t you?
4. don’t you?
5. didn’t they?
6. didn’t we?

Exercise 10, pg. 382
1. does she?
2. did he?
3. did you?
4. do we?
5. do I?
6. does she?

Exercise 11, pgs. 382-383
1. weren’t we?
2. didn’t we?
3. didn’t she?
4. isn’t it?

Exercise 12, pg. 383
1. can’t you?
2. aren’t there?
3. do you?
4. won’t they?

Exercise 13, pg. 384
1. I’m not. / Person B isn’t married.
2. I don’t. / Person B doesn’t like this city.
3. I do. / Person B has a watch.
4. I don’t. / Person B doesn’t speak Russian.
5. I can’t. / Person B can’t drive.
6. it isn’t. / Person B doesn’t agree with this statement.
7. I do. / Person B works on Saturday.

Exercise 14, pg. 385
1. aren’t you?
2. don’t you?
3. did you?
4. don’t you?
5. do you?
6. won’t you?
7. will you?
8. didn’t you?
9. don’t you?
10. does she (OR he)?
11. can’t you?
12. is it?
13. wasn’t there?
14. do you?
15. aren't I (OR am I not)?

Exercise 15, pgs. 385-386
1. No, I don’t
2. don't they?
3. No, they don’t
4. is it?
5. No, it isn’t
6. don’t you?
7. Yes, I do
8. are they?
9. Yes, they are
10. didn’t you?
11. No, I didn’t
12. are you?
13. No, I’m not

Exercise 16, pgs. 386-387
1. Yes
2. is
3. aren’t I (OR am I not)
4. yes
5. are
6. aren’t you
7. I’m not

8. wasn’t it
9. do you
10. No
11. don’t
12. are you
13. No, we aren’t (OR No, I’m not)
14. isn’t it
15. Yes
16. is
17. is it
18. didn’t you
19. Yes
20. did
21. aren’t there
22. wasn’t I

Editing Quiz, pg. 390
1. do
2. don’t
3. C
4. do we
5. No
6. isn’t
7. is
8. C
9. don’t either
10. did too
11. C

Lesson 13 Test/Review
Part 1, pg. 391
1. do too
2. don’t
3. does
4. don’t
5. does too
6. doesn’t either
7. would
8. did too

Part 2, pg. 392
1. isn’t she?
2. does she?
3. won’t we?
4. don’t we?
5. can we?
6. aren’t you?
7. is it?
8. shouldn’t I?
9. do you?
Lesson 14
14.1
Exercise 1, pg. 402
1. 'm working
2. 'm gaining
3. go
4. 'll have
5. apply
6. will look
7. felt
8. didn't know
9. changed
10. meet (OR 'm meeting)
11. take (OR 'm taking)
12. are
13. 'm learning
14. is increasing
15. have
16. is (OR 's)
17. works
18. become
19. have
20. shop
21. make
22. 'm learning
23. 'm becoming
24. have
25. go
26. have
27. go
28. have
29. wear
30. look
31. didn't have
32. arrived
33. went
34. spent
35. don't mind
36. put
37. know
38. 'm not making
39. worry
40. won't spend
41. get
42. 'll tell
43. know
44. write
45. don't have

Exercise 2, pg. 405
1. isn't getting
2. didn't buy
3. doesn't write
4. won't finish
5. isn't going to return
6. can't wear
7. must not look

Exercise 3, pgs. 405-406
1. Do interns have to take classes?
2. Do they (OR interns) live in dorms?
3. Are they busy?
4. Will they receive college credit?
5. Can Lena wear jeans to work?
6. Is she learning how to cook?
7. Did she know anyone when she arrived in Washington?
8. Does she work at the Supreme Court?
9. Did she buy some new clothes?

Exercise 4, pg. 406
1. will she go home?
2. doesn't her mother remember the roommate’s name?
3. can’t Lena (OR she) go home for a weekend?
4. does Lena (OR she) have?
5. is she learning?
6. doesn’t she have time to write letters?
7. did she go to Virginia?
8. does Nicole (OR she) come
9. didn’t Lena (OR she) cook (before this summer)?
10. went to Virginia?
11. will the internship (OR it) help
12. is she working?
13. did she feel lonely?
14. can’t she wear jeans to work?
15. must she take?
16. is she going to get?
17. should she call her parents (OR them)?

Exercise 5, pgs. 407-408
1. hear
2. never call.
3. don't have
4. don't you have
5. went
6. drove
7. used
8. Are you getting
9. cooks
10. 'm learning
11. cook
12. Are you
13. cooked
14. hated
15. cook
16. invite
17. 's
18. told
19. Don’t you remember
20. remember
21. comes
22. is your job
23. Do you like
24. 'm learning
25. Will this internship help
26. Do you have
27. spent
28. gave
29. can use
30. miss
31. Can you come
32. 'll pay
33. have
34. Will you call
35. have
36. 'll call
37. have
38. 'll call
Editing Quiz, pgs. 411-412
1. don’t live
2. don’t you
3. C
4. used
5. found
6. moved
7. did you move
8. C
9. have (OR had)
10. didn’t realize
11. I’m lonely
12. calls
13. C
14. I know
15. C
16. C
17. does your family live
18. They’re
19. want to visit
20. save
21. C
22. have
23. I’ll have
24. will they stay
25. can stay
26. dad is still working
27. C
28. C
29. to talk
30. C
31. does a phone card cost
32. costs
33. C
34. prefer to save

Lesson 14 Test/Review
Part 1, pgs. 412-413
1. decided to move
2. to leave
3. wanted to come
4. lived
5. came
6. didn’t find (OR couldn’t find)
7. found
8. want to find
9. ‘ll get (‘m going to get)

10. speak
11. ‘m saving
12. have
13. ‘ll begin to take
14. will be (OR are going to be)
15. graduate
16. ‘m taking
17. studied
18. can’t understand
19. speak
20. don’t understand
21. laugh
22. don’t understand
23. to learn
24. stay
25. know
26. should practice
27. was
28. lived
29. have
30. am
31. to get
32. to earn
33. save

Part 2, pgs. 413-414
1. didn’t study
2. doesn’t want to work
3. isn’t going to study
4. isn’t taking
5. isn’t saving
6. don’t know
7. shouldn’t
8. can’t understand

Part 3, pg. 414
1. Why is he saving his money?
2. When is he going to get married?
3. Who laughs at him?
4. Why is he lonely?
5. Why aren’t his parents (OR they) in the U.S.?
6. Why didn’t he find a job at first?
7. When will he graduate from the university?
8. Why did he come to the U.S. alone?
9. Why don’t his coworkers (OR they) understand his accent?
10. When did he live in a big house?

Part 4, pg. 415
1. Why is he saving his money?
2. When is he going to get married?
3. Who laughs at him?
4. Why is he lonely?
5. Why aren’t his parents (OR they) in the U.S.?
6. Why didn’t he find a job at first?
7. When will he graduate from the university?
8. Why did he come to the U.S. alone?
9. Why don’t his coworkers (OR they) understand his accent?
10. When did he live in a big house?
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